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Dear David,
I hope this finds you well, in good spirit and having a good day.
With reference to my arrest and charge, DCI Foster has responded by way of a letter dated 30th July 2014.
He considers that he is not required to record this complaint within the provision of the Police Reform Act
2002.
In an email dated today, I have responded to him personally, a copy of this email with attachments is
forwarded for your information. Attachments contain relevant witness statements with respect to the
circumstances of my arrest and charge on 9th May 2014. I have let DCI Foster know of my intention to
escalate matters, as I am unhappy with his decision. A complaint to the IPCC will probably be invoked in
accordance with the outlined procedures and timescales.
By the way, until I receive the command to “unleash sales hell” with reference to my brand new series of
draft film productions, our offer to meet with you still stands. I would propose a meeting with a time
allocation of one hour as a one-off special interest group with a selection of senior police officers to
meet with two special guests. These guests would be yours truly and JAH / Muad' Dib. JAH is perhaps
better known to the police as John Anthony Hill, date of birth 22-04-48 where He should have a PNC
record having been wrongfully arrested, charged and imprisoned on remand for 157 days in 2010/11,
before being found not guilty of any offence.

If you agree to a meeting in principle, I will happily supply - a full week in advance of any meeting appropriate background papers, written to a standard as if I were still a serving employee in my previous
role. Subject to your in-principle agreement, I would also agree to send you a number of DVD copies of
any films set to be shortly unleashed by our team that make reference to policing and / or South Yorkshire
Police. I will also allow you to have a private viewing of a website prior to it being made public.
This will give your force an opportunity to view the factual material and respond, if you wish, prior to its
publication. If you agree to a meeting in principle within the next seven days, I will delay the publication
until at least after the meeting to allow you to raise any issues or objections with us, before the factual
material goes out to the wider general public.
In accordance with your talk on 4th February 2014, where you went on record as craving for more whistleblowers, I am merely seeking to assist my former employers with information which might help your stated
desire to see police corruption minimised. If you were genuine in your talk that night, when we spoke
together for the first time, it is my honest opinion that you should have nothing to fear from our proposed
interaction and you will have an awful lot to gain by it, should you decide to do the right thing and act
upon it.
My suggestion would be as follows.
I recommend that you facilitate a SNIG Hill Special. I would like this to occur on the afternoon of
Thursday 11th September 2014 – thirteen years on from 9/11. All agenda items, reports and film material
would be dispatched to your office, by no later than Tuesday 2nd September 2014, exactly four years on
from my dismissal. My proposed agenda is outlined in Appendix A as listed below.
Yours Sincerely
Tony Farrell
APPENDIX A
PROPOSED MEETING
BETWEEN
THE CHIEF CONSTABLE, JAH, TONY FARRELL
& SELECTED SENIOR OFFICERS
FROM SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE
PROPOSED AGENDA
1. JAHTRUTH Intelligence Report.
2. CLEGG-GATE – seven short lessons.
3. Four bombings and a tribunal – seven short lessons.
4. The case of Ms. Seven.
5. Police in Camera by Tony Farrell
6. Intelligence Case Study - Jason Holmes
7. Invisible Enemies - Secretly recorded intelligence from Michael Shrimpton, QC
8. Any Other Business

